A new era for CPG innovation
Research findings from 10 key innovators

Introduction
Mass availability of digital technologies and a greater
access to capital for newly formed companies has shifted
the competitive marketplace and greatly expanded the
common definition of CPG innovation. Given this shift, solely
relying on in-house and external technology-based
solutions could not deliver all innovation needs
This study, comprising interviews with 10 senior innovators in
CPG companies across the US, Europe and Asia, was to
explore how they are responding to that challenge
In this document we will go through the key areas which
came out from the interviews.
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Innovation isn’t about
product, it’s about value
Companies previously pushed products out to market and
created demand via mass communication. That model is no
longer effective. Today, focusing on the consumer need is the
start point and driver for development. It’s believed to be the
best chance for success.

Drivers
Learning from start-ups / lean methodology / business
model canvas has permeated CPG practice and
shifted mindsets
Belief that success is derived via focus on the
consumer need, versus ownership rights such as IP
Innovation is occurring throughout the demand
chain – channels, communication, ways to sell
plus product and service

The solutions are the easy part.
The hard part is making sure
you’re solving the right problems
Open Innovation, Household Products

“

“

The marketplace has
changed, CPGs can’t
just stand still
Category definitions are expanding or blurring; consumers are
demanding more, and there are more companies to answer
their needs. There is a burning need to remain relevant.

Drivers
More competitors (start-ups-medium companies)
creating new market needs
Willingness of consumers to try new
things/engage in new solutions
Increased appetite among senior teams for
innovation beyond core capabilities
Blurring of category definitions/boundaries

“

In the US, you have over 5,000,
maybe 10,000 different start ups
just in the beverage space. The
boundaries of [what’s in] the
industry are following them

“

Global Innovations Director, Food & Beverage

New innovation practices
clash with CPG structures
and success criteria
The existing, often siloed structures of CPG companies is at
odds with the ways today’s innovators work and the associated
KPIs. The need for change is recognised but difficult to deliver.

Drivers
Agile ways of working require a blurring of
functions and multi-discipline teams; they can’t
exist with separate groups and individual metrics
Established research methods are optimised for
existing products but continually fail to reliably
predict success of new ventures
There is a duty of care to protect large
successful businesses

The functions are blurring at least
in our company… and I think this
is a big challenge for large
companies working in ventures
Global Innovations Director, Food & Beverage

“

“

Consortium

To address an industry-wide market need, this company has created a
consortium with a competitor. The focus is on the fundamental science
without IP conflicts.

Start-ups + Academia

New models are
being explored
and executed
Most companies are experimenting with new
methods and practices, adopting the best of
the lean/start up world with their existing
practices and other newly available
resources, these include:

Start-ups have product-market fit, academia have breakthrough
tech. Combining the two is a new model this company is
developing.

Start-up pitch  Joint Proof Of Concept (POC)

This company has pitch days where start-ups respond to the company’s
brief. The best start up(s) proceed to POC. It’s low resource, fast start into
an idea for the CPG.

Platform Solution

Another company is creating a platform based on their brand and
retail needs on which other companies can build digital and
consumer solutions.

Collaboration Ecosystem

Incubator collaboration helping to solve problems of direct CPG-start up
partnerships. This industry-wide solution includes academia, CPGs and external
firms working on a given topic.

Launch to Learn

This company’s normal launch practice was to go national with a big impact.
Now they de-risk as much as possible, execute a limited launch, then learn and
improve before they scale.

External collaboration
remains key to success
Developing a solution that’s truly breakthrough for your
business or category, by definition, is outside the established
area of expertise. As CPGs strive to push boundaries of their
offering, external partners are vital to success.

Drivers
New innovation opportunities require new
expertise not found in the existing organisation
Ingredient suppliers are expanding their role and
becoming a new source of innovation and new type
of partner – adding vertically to their capabilities
External partners have different ways of
approaching things, providing a fresh set
of eyes and new thinking

“

We are open to collaborating
with different people as long
as the expertise is there
Head of Science Research Centre, CPG

“

Lean teams rely heavily on partners

Experimentation to
improve performance,
but which one?
All companies agree that high failure rates are the norm and are
experimenting on how to improve their success rates. However different
approaches are being used – launching more to let the market decide,
versus being more focused and disciplined.

Drivers
Significant resource is spent replacing the
failed innovation launched previously
Pre-launch testing takes significant effort (time
and money) yet continues to fail to deliver
certainty once the product hits the market
Finding ways to boost chances of success
are necessary

“

Mindset shift from having 5 ideas
and picking 1 to launch to starting
10 things knowing 7 will fail
Innovation Director, Personal Care

“

There is a duty of care to protect large
successful businesses

Start-ups can’t
be ignored
Start-ups have changed many of the rules of the game. They
are unlikely to take down a large multi-national, but they steal
share and create new consumer demand the CPG can’t
ignore. The relationship between the CPG and a start-up has
many benefits, but it’s not always easy.

Drivers
The significant number of start ups in a given industry
mean they cover a wide range of needs and solutions –
monitoring these companies provides an early
indication of market change or opportunity
Start ups are not skilled at scaling, partnerships
with CPGs unlock this opportunity

“

[Observing start-ups] is a structured
way to keep an eye on a topic that
we are interested in, but we might
not know how to start. [If a start-up]
has a very innovative solution that
we see value in, [it] forces us to think
VP R&I, Food & Beverage

“

CPGs often struggle to incorporate start ups into
their business – clashing needs, cultures,
structures and measurements of success
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Despite the
challenges there
is energy and
enthusiasm to
keep innovating
There are many common difficulties, however,
there is also excitement, as companies make
an effort to bring together the best of all
worlds to drive meaningful change both in
what they deliver and the process of
development. We heard sentiments such as:

Empowerment of
individuals
or small teams

Diversity of
thought and
contributors
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Appetite of risk is
greater from senior
management

Collaboration is
driven by
openness

Solutions can
come from
anywhere
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Experimentation is rife and no common process is evident
Most companies are still in an experimental stage to determine
which practices and processes will deliver to the new business
and innovation needs, as indicated by the variety of models
being used across the sector. We should expect further change
over the coming years before a common practice emerges.
Driving those new models and practices is external collaboration
and these innovators agree this is fundamental to their success
To develop total business solutions, manage risk and uncertainty,
and expand internal thinking and expertise the landscape of
partnership opportunities has expanded and that will continue.
The key is prioritising the solution and the right partner will follow.
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